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RM to Symplectic Records of Impact Plan
IEEE conference manual record generation
SDGs from Dimension (retired)

ANZSRC code changes
ERA recoding and recategorizing

Existing 
Automation

Tactical API 
Uses



Semi-Automating Annual Collection

UTS still does an annual collection (aggregator coverage low in HASS, enforces good practices, 
provides an opportunity for early interventions) BUT >7000 outputs to assess. Usually less than 2 
FTE to advertise collection, train, assess outputs, run academic review process and report BUT we 
have a growing number of people using the API.

Annual Collection Reviewer Resource

Symplectic API Resource

PowerBI Resource



New API Projects - Minimise ROC effort
Aim: Reduce key manual steps in verification process.  Focus reviewers on material that needs reviewing.

Plug the gap. Ingest all relevant Dimensions records for a year that are missing from the system.
Nominate all relevant Dimensions records not nominated for a year.

Time Warp.  Move “non-final state” outputs from one collection year to another, along with any comments and 
attachments, based on their metadata.

Decline.  Decline material using an agreed and publicised rule set.  Human readable comment about process.  
Appropriate labelling for downstream systems.

Accept. Accept material using an agreed and publicised rule set.  Human readable comment about process.  
Appropriate labelling for downstream systems.

Assist the Reviewers.  Move items between intermediate states asking for copy etc.  Add labels that indicate 
how eligible an output is and remaining things to be checked.



Process

Rules design
Apply rules to 

past 
collections

Rules 
improve

Apply rules to 
actual 

collection 
(DEV)

ROC team 
check the 

output/result

Apply rules to 
actual 

collection 
(PROD)



What does the end product look like?



How much time has been saved?

• Accepted 406 publications (5 minutes)
• Declined 117 publications (5 minutes)
• Asking more information 1386 publications (2 minutes)
• Under-review 476 publications (2 minutes)
- Label-assisted  
-   Ulrichs peer review 1246 publications (2 minutes)
- Affiliation with Dimensions 1250 publications (1 minute)
- Volumen and issue 1530 publications (1 minute)
- Publication date consistency 1304 publications (1  minute)
- OPUS 657 publications (1 minute)
- Doi consistency 1480 publications (1 minute)



Automation Road Map

What is Done
- Declined articles
- Pending response
- Under review
- Accepted articles

What is next?
- Accepted conference (IEEE) rules
-   Expanding Gap filling to WOS and Scopus
- Get open access copy into DSpace



Questions and Suggestions for Other Automation


